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Matt  Blomfield  <matt.blomfield@belljr.com> Tue,  Jun  19,  2012  at  9:47  PM
To:  Bruce  Johnson  <bruce@cplegal.co.nz>
Cc:  Rebecca  Blatchford  <rebecca@blomfield.co.nz>

Bruce

Rebecca and you need to catch up and agree on a way forward to make sure the liquidation of
Abraham Black Limited does become an issue.

The problem is that in about August 2010 Warren provided a deposit for the house at Rame Road of
30k and then brought her a car $12,500. The fact is at the time we were all friends and his reasoning
for doing it was that she had her name on a number of documents to protect Warren. Further to that
what will be harder to explain is that we were all very close and he was doing it to help out my family.
On the more commercial stuff by way of example Rebecca fronted Bridge Street Holdings as director
and the purchase agreement for the house at 194 Greenhithe Road (I have a signed indemnity that he
provided for that one). Understand that with the breakdown in the relationship between Warren and I,
Warren's memory of this will be non existent.

What I expect is that he will tell the liqudator that these were all loans and that they need to be repaid.
He will also claim that she did not work for Abraham Black Limited and this is also going to require
some explination. As a matter of fact you are well aware I work from home and Rebecca is across
everything that I do and helps me all the time.  Looking back I would say that Warren and I took pretty
clear advantage of her ability to sign documents and step into the line of fire on our behalf. In
retrospect this was not good behavior by either Warren or I.

What I suggest is that Rebecca comes to your office at some stage and you write a letter to the
liqudator explaining this on a more proactive basis. As you will see I have requested a creditors
meeting with the liqudator and pending a call into the OA to make sure its ok with them I think its a
good idea. You need to decide with Rebecca if this is the best thing for her to do. I'm not totally sure
but I would suspect that with Chris Horton been the former business partner of John Price something
could be going on.

I'll leave it over to you and Rebecca to decide on the best way forward. In my opinion I do think it is
best to address these things upfront.

Regards

Matt Blomfield
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Bruce  Johnson  <bruce@cplegal.co.nz> Wed,  Jun  20,  2012  at  9:21  AM
To:  Matt  Blomfield  <matt.blomfield@belljr.com>
Cc:  Rebecca  Blatchford  <rebecca@blomfield.co.nz>

If the payments of 30k and 12.5k are not loans what are they? Very hard to say they are on account of
unpaid wages or salary or whatever. Could they be “consideration” for Rebecca fronting those deals you



mention? You would need some proof around this.

From:  Matt  Blomfield  [mailto:matt.blomfield@belljr.com]  
Sent:  Tuesday,  19  June  2012  9:47  p.m.
To:  Bruce  Johnson
Cc:  Rebecca  Blatchford
Subject:  Abraham  Black  Limited
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